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1. Problem Finding (The beginning…) 
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Identify a problem you would like to solve with your intended invention.  You may want 

brainstorm for problems using different approaches e.g.s thematic, survey or general 

brainstorming etc. 

1 A Document a list of problems you have identified.  Your documentation should show 

clearly how your group came up with the problems.  

We looked within our school to find for things we could improve. Rather than trying to solve the 

issue on a large scale, we focused on the fundamental and smaller issues that led up to these 

problems. It came to our realisation that the green council is not doing enough to help turn our 

school into an environmentally friendly one.  

Many things that can be recycled like  

❖ Bottles  

❖ Cans  

were found around the school. Furthermore,  bottles and cans could be found on corridors. 

Instead, these items, like many of the boxes, cardboard, paper, bottle cans and many other items, 

are thrown away instead of being recycled.  

This is highly likely due to the  

● Mindsets  

● Time spent on recycling 

● Accessibility and convenience of recycling.  

Thus, we decided to come up with an invention to promote recycling. 
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1 B You should have selected a problem based on some considerations. 

Identify and justify these considerations. 

It is almost impossible to change mindsets or attitudes towards recycling with inventions. We 
wanted people to start recycling to save the Earth. We thought of several ways we can recycle 
different materials and other things. We decided to focus on recycling metal cans and plastic 
bottles, bt creating an automatic sorting machine to encourage people to recycle. 

The ideas were based on the knowledge of using  

★ Magnets - 

For the first idea using magnets, we hoped to use it to sort out metals from nonmetals to ease the 
cleaners jobs. However, we then realised we forgotten to include the fact that not all cans or 
metal-made objects are made of magnetic materials.  

★ Light sensor - 

Next, we decided to built a light sensor sorting machine. It will sort according to the items 
transparency level. However, we researched and realise although there are very few similar items 
in the market, the difficulty level of completing the invention is too high and there are different 
types of plastics, 9 in total, which have different transparency level. Thus, this idea is not that 
feasible too.  

★ Gravity - 

In the end, we choose something feasible and simple, sorting out cans, bottles and juices boxes 
by their size, width and length. The idea is simple, yet it could easily sort out  different 
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recyclables drink containers like cans and bottles. It brings much convenience to both users and 
cleaners and thus it fits the bill. 

 

1 C  List some problems your group would like to solve.  List also the considerations your 

selection of the problems in the evaluation grid below.  Score the considerations, against 

the problems, with points 1 (least significant) to 4 (most significant).  Sum up the total 

points for each problem.  Identify that problem you would like to solve. 

 

 

Problem Evaluation Grid 

 

Consideration for 
selection 

Problem 1: 
Convenience of 
recycling 
 

Problem 2: People 
mindset towards 
recycling. 

Problem 3: 
Accessibility of 
recycling 

Feasibility 4 1 2 

Solvable 4 3 2 

Scale of problem 3 2 4 

Unavailability of 
solutions 

3 3 2 

Total score 14 9 10 

 

 Thus, we decided to come up with an invention to help solve the inconvenience part of recycling 

so as to encourage more people to recycle. 
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 2. Define the Problem  

Now that the problem has been identified.  It is important to gather information on the extent of 

the problem and evaluate the usefulness of existing solutions based on some criteria.  You may 

need to conduct surveys and research on existing solutions. 

 

2 A Extent of problem (Research and discuss the problem and write down 

the problem statement. Include in-text citation where appropriate.) 

 

People are lazy to recycle and thus throw away recyclables in general waste bins.  

➔ ‘Americans throw away 28 million tons of bottles and jars and 9 million tons of glass’ 

despite ‘87% of Americans having access to drop-off recycling programs’ 

 This shows that people are lazy or do not want to be inconvenienced by sorting out recyclables. 

We must thus bring convenience to both users and cleaners in sorting out recyclables like bottles 

and cans so that we can convince them to recycle more frequently, hence or otherwise saving the 

Earth. Some people feel that recycling is a waste of time and effort, and hence they do not 

recycle. 

 

Metal cans and plastic bottles take very long time to disintegrate. 

➔ Tin/Aluminium cans take 50-500 years to disintegrate, depending on the metal/alloy. 
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➔ Plastic bottles takes up to approximately 100 million years to decompose, or could 

possibly just stay there forever!  

We can thus see that there is an urgent need to recycle in order to save the earth. If not, precious 

materials will go to waste and it will harm the nature beyond our imagination. 

 

2 B Compare and contrast existing or similar solutions with your invention. 

Include in-text citation where appropriate. 

 

There has only been one sustainable solution thus far, which is by making people 

manually sort out the recyclables,such as metals, plastic and paper (the most common 

three recyclable materials). This traditional method  

➢ Lacks convenience for users of the recycling bin, as compared to just throwing 

away rubbish in the general waste bin. The lack of convenience has, as a result, 

been a deterring factor for many. Therefore, our solution is to create an invention 

that can bring more convenience to its users, by enabling users to not need to 

spend the additional time to sort out the recyclables; in other words, sort out the 

recyclables for them (only include bottles).  

➢ Besides that, a huge problem for users and cleaners is that too much time is used 

up to recycle, and many feel that it is really not worth the time.  There are others 

that are also not sure on what can be recycled and what cannot be recycled. Thus, 

with our invention, it allows metal cans, plastic bottles and non recyclable juice 
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boxes to be automatically sorted out, killing two birds with one stone. It is much 

more convenient, takes up less time and solve people’s queries on which drink 

bottles and cans could be recycled or not.  

 

 

3. Your BIG IDEA (Developing the idea….) 

 

Describe your proposed invention and why you want to do it.  State also how 

you think your proposed invention is better than existing solutions. 

Include in-text citation where appropriate. 

 

3 A  Describe your proposed invention.  

● We plan to build a model without any use of electricity or magnets while only 

make use of gravity to separate the different bottles and cans by using their 

different sizes.  

● Our model will look something like a sliding bin, but with holes in it to allow the 

bottles that are smaller than the hole drop in while the bigger bottles will approach 

the second hole that would allow the sorting process to be repeated again.  

○ The first hole will be for the non-recyclable juice box, or any other random 

piece of rubbish which inconsiderate people decide to dump in the 

automatic recycling bin.  

○ The second hole is allocated for the metal cans, both type of metal cans are 

intended to fall inside it.  
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○ Lastly, the third hole is made specially for the big plastic bottles. The holes 

should be made according to the width or radius of each of the bottles or 

cans. 

  

 

 

3 B Explain the purpose of your proposed invention and its potential benefits 

to users 

Purpose- Our invention would bring convenience to other people and allow more people to 

recycle as they would not need to sort out their cans and bottles again 

Rationale- People find recycling inconvenient, a waste of too much time and some are even 

unsure of what is cannot be recycled and what is not 

Target audiences- Schools (staff and students), cleaners 

 

Advantages/Benefits: 

❏ People would just need to put their empty bottle into a hole and our invention would do 

the rest.  

❏ Most importantly this medium-sized but useful machine is very easy to be mass produced 

as it is reasonably small and very simple designed to allow more people to recycle.  

❏ Such recycling methods allows for convenience and saves precious time.  

❏ This also helps the cleaners to sort the bottles for them, giving cleaners more time to do 

other things.  
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❏ Thus, the general public will be more willing to recycle and thus help in their little ways 

in saving the world.  

❏ Cleaners will likewise have an easier time sorting out the materials just in case a few 

recyclable end up in the wrong holes, saving their time and effort too.  

  

3 C In what ways would your proposed invention be different and/or better 

than existing solutions, if any? 

 

Our proposed invention does not need the use of any electronics which is cost-friendly while still 

being able to automatically sort out recyclables (bottles and cans). Most importantly our product 

saves the earth by  encouraging recycling and not wasting plastics and metals as the plastic and 

metals can be used to make our product or other product.. Most other products also do not use 

gravity in their prototype which is used in ours.  

 

Traditional recycling bins 

Advantage:  

1. More convenient for users - can throw any recyclables into it 

2. Cheap 

Disadvantage:  

1. Must be manually sorted out by cleaners or people who have separate recycling bins for 

each type of recyclables must sort it out before throwing them in the respective recycling 

bins, thus wasting time 
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2. Less convenient for cleaners 

 

Magnetic bin 

Advantage: 

1. Separate metals from other recyclables 

2. Cheap 

Disadvantages 

1. Magnetic strength of magnet may falter, causing malfunctioning 

2. Not all metals are magnetic 

3. Rest of the recyclables and metals must still be sorted out manually 

 

Light sensor bin 

Advantage: 

1. Sort metal out from others 

Disadvantages: 

1. Costly 

2. Complicated 

3. High chances of malfunction / Requires frequent monitoring  

4. Plastic opacity 

5. Must manually sort out the other recyclables 

 

Sound sorting bin 
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Advantage: 

1. Accurately sort out almost all recyclable materials from one another if ever made 

2. Sound is the best way to sort out materials 

 

Disadvantages: 

1. Expensive 

2. Complicated 

3. Requires frequent monitoring due to high chances of malfunction  

4. Involves large use of scientific and technology concepts 

 

3 D What are some problems you expect in the course of constructing/designing 

your proposed invention? 

 

Group Problems: 

➔ We would expect many arguments in the process as miscommunications would 

inevitably arise. During group meetings, it would be expected that some people would do 

more than others.  

➔ We expected to argue about the amount that each person did during the meetup, and 

would have to do during future meetups. 

➔ We expected that our schedules would clash, which would ultimately result in arguments 

about meetup dates. 
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Invention making:  

★ Overuse of cardboard 

★ Wastage of materials 

★ Trial and error 

★ Size of products 

★ Duration spent on construction of model 

★ Bottles entering wrong hole 

★ Bottles being stuck halfway in the invention 

  

 

3 E What are the major milestones (project timeline) in your invention process?  

 

Event  Date/ Time of event  Members involved 

Prototype 1 June holidays Eifion, Marco, Jayden Tam  

Testing of prototype 1 Term 3 Week 1 Eifion, Marco,Ong Zen, 
Jayden Tam 

Gather data Term 3 Week 2  

Logbook (Part 1-4) and 
Mid-Term Evaluation PPT 
completion 

Term 3 Week 3  

Prototype two Term 3 week 7 and 8  

Testing of prototype 2 Term 3 Week 9  

Gather data Term 3 Week 10  
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Completion of  Final 

evaluation PPT and entire 

logbook  

Term 4  

Final product  Term 4  

 

 
 

4.     Construction Process 
(this first… then that…) 

You are now onto the fabrication of your prototype/ product.  You need to select material and 
understand how to put them together so that your prototype/ product can perform its function. 
 
 
4 A Explain how and why the materials were chosen for the 
prototype/ product of your invention. 
 
Reasons why we chose the cardboard: 

1. Cheap, less costly 
2. Less flimsy, more durable 
3. Light weight 
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Reasons why we chose tape (instead of glue): 

1. Waterproof 
2. More convenient to make the model 
3. Strong hold on model 
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Other materials used: 
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4 B Explore the considerations that may guide the construction of your prototype/ 
product. 
The product had to be: 

1. Durable 
2. Firm 
3. Heavy (would not move or shift unnecessarily) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 C Document the prototype/ product development stages.  You may use drawings, 
photographs or videos. 
 

 
Initial Cardboard used 
 
We started building the model from scratch with just 3 pieces of firm cardboard. 
 
Cardboard is 

1. Firm 
2. Durable 
3. Waterproof 
4. Decently heavy 
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Picture of first hole (10.5 x 5.4cm) 
 
The first hole is supposed to be able to store non recyclable juice boxes or any rubbish if 
inconsiderate people throw them in our auto sorting machine. 
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This is a picture of the juice box that is supposed to fall inside the first hole. 
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Picture of second hole (15 x 6.7cm) 
 
The second hole of our invention is meant to be able to sort metal cans that cannot pass 
through the first hole and can only enter the second hole.  
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Picture of metal cans that are supposed to fall into the second hole. 
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Picture of third hole (from the second hole to the end of the sliding board)  
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Picture of plastic bottles that are supposed to drop into the third hole. 
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Overview of the sliding board with all three holes (30 by 4.5 inches) 
 
This is the entire sliding board of our auto sorting machines. Its main purpose is to let people 
slides bottles and cans into it for it to auto recycle and sort out the materials into their respective 
category. 
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Sides of the auto sorting machine 
 
It stabilise the whole invention. 
Also, it act as the border of our invention and structure of our slider to give our invention a rea 
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And a slider for people to put their bottles on. 
The slider acts as an extra space for people to put their bottles on. It minimises the chances of 
bottles being stuck in holes as the slider allow for the bottles to gain more kinetic energy, thus it 
will not be stuck at the wrong holes. 
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Decided to improve the effectiveness by adding a 2.5cm latch.  
The latch is placed there in order to allow circular shaped bottles to slide past the hole with 
greater ease and not be stuck. For example, the if the plastic bottle is thrown into our invention, 
it is supposed to enter the third hole. However, without the latch, it may be stuck at the 2nd hole. 
The latch enables it to go back up onto the base and eventually enter the third hole. 
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Picture of material used to make storage 
 
The storage is the place used to store all three boxes at which the bottles and cans are 
supposed to drop into. 
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Main frame of the boxes 
 
Comprises of the main support and structure of the box. In the process, we had to ensure the 
base is exactly the same as that of the storage space and the sliding top. The two sides are 
then folded up to make up the two larger sides of the boxes.  
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We pasted this on each empty side of the box, in the end, making a complete box. 
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Picture of the complete box 
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The three boxes are used to store the juice box, metal cans and plastic bottles respectively, in 
that specified order. The boxes are stored in the storage place and is easy to remove when the 
box is filled for the cleaners or students to pour into the recycling bins. 
 
 
 

 
 
Picture of the completed model 
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5.     Modification and Evaluation 
 
Upon the completion of your prototype/ product, you would need to see if it is working 
the way you want it to work. Check if your product has met the identified purpose and 
the user’s need; and implement necessary modifications and improvements.  This 
process may take several rounds. 
 

5 A  Write down your prototype/ product product test criteria and 
check against it if it works.  Identify areas of weakness for 
modification.  Indicate the test iteration and date of test.  
 
Test criterias for the model/invention: 
 
Criteria 1: No blockage within the sorting process 
Criteria 2: Ensure accurate sorting 
Criteria 3: Ensure general waste would also be sorted 
 
 
 
 

Criteria Testing 1 
(2 June ) 

Testing 2 
(16 June) 

Testing 3 
(8 July) 

Remarks 

1 Fail Fail Pass  

2 Fail Pass Pass  

3 Pass Pass Pass  

Overall Fail Fail Pass  
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Modifications after Testing 1: 
 

1. Added extra blue cardboard handler for the storage space holder 
2. Added extra blue cardboard holder for the sliding area 
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An extra piece of small cardboard is added. Blue duct tape is used to tape the piece of 
cardboard to the trash holder. The small piece of cardboard is bent in the process. This 
allow for secure holding for the trash holders to prevent the boxes from being 
misaligned. It also acts as a support so we no longer have to manually hold the holder 
containing thr boxes containing trash and recyclable materials. 
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We used a similar concept in this case for the slider. In order to hold the structure 
together, we used plastic wrapper for our prototype. However, it was flimsy and 
incredibly not durable, not really what he hoped for. Thus, we changed it to cardboard 
which was firmer, at the same time holding the structure of the slider together more 
effectively than before. Thus, we replaced it with blue cardboard holders.  
 
Results of Testing 3: 
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Modifications during Testing 2: 
 

1. A new sliding edge added 
a. Bottom of sliding edge 
b. Sides of sliding edge 

 
2. Amendments to second hole 

a. Decrease width of hole  
b. Removed ledge 

 
3. Amendment to first hole 

a. Included ledge 
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Base of sliding edge 
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Sides of sliding edge 
 
The purpose of this extra cardboard base and sides added is due to our realisation that 
the cans and bottles we put in have not gained enough kinetic energy before it drop into 
the first hole. Thus when u extend the sliding space by adding an extra sliding surface, it 
allows the bottles, cans or even juice box or general waste to gain kinetic energy, thus 
increasing the chances of the cans, bottle and juice box to enter d right hole and most 
importantly not be stuck at the wrong hole 
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We decided to remove the ledge and decrease the width of the second hole. The 
purpose of the ledge is to allow circular objects to pass through more easily. This results 
in the metal cans to slide past the second hole more easily due to malfunctioning. On 
the other, the width of the second hole allows for the plastic bottle (which is supposed to 
fall into the third hole) to fall into it. Therefore, we reduced the width of the second hole 
to allow for only the cans to fall in. 
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We added an extra ledge in the first hole. This is to minimise the chances of bottles and 
cans being stuck there. It allows the bottles and cans to slides through smoothly without 
being stuck. At the same time, it minimises the chances of a rectangular object like the 
juice boxes from passing by the first hole without entering it. 
 
 
 
 
 
Modifications after Mid-Term Evaluation: 

1. Change to wooden materials (from plastic) 
2. Changed- Entire new process (same structure) 
3. Removal of storage space 
4. Attachable/Detachable sorting machine  
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1. Change of materials used 
 
 
We used smoothen wood to construct our final model due to a few reason. We need our 
final model to be more smooth in surface to allow the recyclable materials slide through 
the sorting machine. 

 
2. Changed process for constructing our final model compared to our first model 

 
 
We decided to make it longer and attachable/detachable  from the recycling bins base 
on the judges suggestions. Each recycling bin had a length of approximately  50cm 
(0.5m) thus we decided to make a sorter with the length of 100cm (1m). We would just 
paste a rubbish bag for the first hole as it is meant for small general waste like crushed 
paper, other general waste and especially accustomed for juice boxes. We had to go 
through processes like measuring, sawing, filing, drilling and lastly connecting the model 
together. We maintained the entire structure and the basis of the idea. 

 
 

 
3. Removal of storage space 

 
We decided to remove the storage space. Based on our data analysis, we came to a 
conclusion that our storage space is not big enough to contain the recycled materials 
that our test group of 34 people throw into our invention everyday. We also had major 
inconveniences in making the people clear the storage space every other day. Even to 
some extent clearing it every 2 hours. 
 

 
4. Attachable and detachable sorting machine 

 
We decided to make our invention attachable and detachable from the recycling bins as 
base on the judges suggestions, we decided to make it attachable to the recycling bin 
and can be removed if not needed. 
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Processes 
 

1. Measuring and sawing 
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2. Filing 
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3. Drilling 
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4. Screwing 
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6.     References 
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Read http://www.bibme.org/citation-guide/apa/ on how to cite references. 
 

6 A Cite the references you have used for your 
project work.  Your source of reference should come 
from different types (eg books, magazine, websites, 
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